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Are you judging others?

The state we experience when we judge a person or his actions, can be described as
freedom that we manifest as a need to confirm our ego.
Judgment intervenes as an expression of our interior world towards the exterior one. I
mean we judge others according to our inside needs.
I’d dare to say that, through tattoo and humble opinion, let’s not judge a person
according to his sharing of his own experiences.
Man has the free will to express pertinent opinions on the beautiful people surrounding
him. He also has the freedom to restrain from it. But why should he?
A person cannot keep silent for a long time because silence is the most difficult form of
abstinence. We need to take our own opinions, understand them in their real sense
and express them without judgement. I mean we should say like this “ Ma man, here’s
a solution…” But we usually choose the contrary, we hit and slap the situation only to
make it look like military heroic effort through which the ego rises in the jugular,
makes our lips tremble for a short while and then suddenly disappears.
I’d summon Stefan the Great to come watch us. He’d be laughing out loud to see a
nation of winners and creators battling in mud with expressions and slow fading
judgmental opinions as weapons, throwing metaphoric rocks at each other when
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contradicting or fighting.
Man was designed to look for solutions, to go beyond the horse and chariot where he
was born. To look for solutions which are hiding behind the obstacles because being
judgmental only makes him feel useless.
We can still take into consideration judgmental opinions, but in order to steer away
from making mistakes, I say we should only judge others according to our own image.
What do you say about that?
Mental Training = Happy Life = Will and Power
Share these thoughts and you’ll help your friend achieve transformation.
The group of the clean and clear minded people salutes you.
Got any opinion? Please leave your comment below.
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